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Abstract—The gaining popularity of the visible spectrum iris
recognition has sparked the interest in adopting it for various
access control applications. Along with the popularity of visible
spectrum iris recognition comes the threat of identity spoofing,
presentation or direct attack. This work presents a novel scheme
for detecting video presentation attacks in visible spectrum iris
recognition system by magnifying the phase information in the
eye region of the subject. The proposed scheme employs modified
Eulerian Video Magnification (EVM) to enhance the subtle
phase information in eye region and novel decision module to
classify it as artefact(spoof attack) or normal presentation. The
proposed decision module is based on estimating the change
of phase information obtained from EVM, specially tailored
to detect presentation attacks on video based iris recognition
systems in visible spectrum. The proposed scheme is extensively
evaluated on the newly constructed database consisting of 62
unique iris video acquired using two smartphones - iPhone 5S
and Nokia Lumia 1020. We also construct the artefact database
with 62 iris acquired by replaying normal presentation iris video
on iPad with retina display. Extensive evaluation of proposed
presentation attack detection (PAD) scheme on the newly constructed database has shown an outstanding performance of
Average Classif ication Error Rate(ACER) = 0% supporting
the robustness of the proposed PAD scheme.
Index Terms—Replay attack, Iris recognition, Visible Iris,
Presentation attack detection, Spoof, Biometrics

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the improvement of the cameras in smartphones to
produce high quality images, one can easily adapt it to perform
iris recognition in visible spectrum. Along with the improved
capabilities of the smartphones as biometric sensor, it has to be
noted that the systems can be easily spoofed by presenting the
source video. The source video captured in visible spectrum
can be accessed from various sources such as social media.
The threat to systems employing biometric characteristics increases in the event of source data being available to the person
trying to attack the system [1]. Once the data is available, it can
be used by any imposter to attack the authentication system
to gain the access into secured environment. The presentation
attacks on biometric systems may employ photo attack or
video attack. Many biometric systems which employ video
based authentication have been robustly built to detect the
liveness of the subject by analyzing the motion [2], [3], [4],
[5].

However, the problem becomes more complicated when
the imposter employs video which is similar to source video
to attack the system. The sophisticated video presentation
attack is carried out by playing the source video in front
of a biometric system is challenging due to the fact the
replayed video consists of motion present in original video.
Recent works have investigated such vulnerabilities for face
based biometric systems by replaying the source or original
video [6]. In order to differentiate the motion under normal
presentation of subject and the motion observed due to video
presentation attack, earlier works have employed EVM [6].
The magnified videos were further processed using series of
operations that include extraction of histogram of optical flow
vectors followed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
At the same time, even though iris biometrics is more
reliable, one cannot under estimate the possibility of attack on
iris recognition systems. The problem has been well addressed
in Near-Infra-Red iris imaging for the print attacks [7], [8].
The print attacks are successfully detected by quantifying the
quality artefacts of image and ocular features of the presented
image [7], [8], [9]. However, there has been no works reported
earlier on spoof detection in visible spectrum iris recognition
to the best of our knowledge. An unexplored avenue in the
visible spectrum iris recognition is video presentation attacks,
especially on smartphone platform. With this motivation, in
this work we contribute in three folds and they can be
summarized as:
•

•

•

This is the first comprehensive work investigating video
based iris recognition in visible spectrum on smartphone
platform by employing two latest smarphones - iPhone
5S and Nokia Lumia 1020.
Proposes a robust scheme for video presentation attack
detection (PAD) by employing phase information obtained from video of eye region. The proposed scheme is
validated with extensive experiments to test the robustness and applicability.
This work contributes to non-profit research work by
distributing our newly constructed iris video database VSSIRISV free of cost. The newly constructed iris video
database consists of 62 unique iris acquired using two
new smartphones - iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020.
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The collected iris database is further used to generate
high quality video presentation attack. This is a major
contribution of this work as there are no publicly available
iris video databases acquired in the visible spectrum using
smartphones.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides the details of the newly constructed iris video database.
Section III presents the proposed technique to detect video
presentation attack in visible spectrum iris recognition system.
Section IV details the experimental protocols and the obtained
results in this work. Section V provides the conclusive remarks
and the possible future work in this direction.

provided by the eye region only, we eliminate all the other
information present in the image by cropping the eye region.
Based on the robust performance of Haar cascade based object
detector [12], we use it to detect the eye region in the frames.
The bounding box of detected eye region in the first frame is
propagated to all the other frames in the video to obtain eye
region from all the frames in a video.

Fig. 2: Iris video frames captured using iPhone 5S
II. DATABASE
With the advanced cameras and functionality in smartphones, there is a new interest in using them for iris biometrics in visible spectrum [10]. The possibility of using
iris image/video from smartphone platform for authentication
in specific applications such as owner authentication for the
device, banking applications is getting more realistic in the
recent days. Although there is a visible spectrum iris image
database available from BIPLab [11], there is no other iris
video database captured using smartphone in visible spectrum.
In order to identify the challenges of detecting the presentation
attack in visible spectrum iris recognition systems, in this
work we have constructed a new iris video database using
two new smartphones - iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020.
The newly constructed iris video database, Visible Spectrum
Smartphone Iris Video (VSSIRISV) database consists of 62
unique iris captured from 31 different subjects. The iris video
were captured by placing the smartphones at a distance of
15 to 20 inches from the subjects. The capture process was
generalized to replicate the real-life scenario of unconstrained
conditions with mixed illumination consisting of natural light
and artificial room light. The duration of videos in the database
vary from 2-4 seconds. The subjects were allowed to blink
in natural intervals making it unconstrained iris acquisition.
VSSIRISV database consists of 12 brown iris, 12 gray iris
and 38 blue/green iris acquired from 11 female subjects and
20 male subjects. The statistics of the database is provided in
the Figure 1.
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Fig. 3: Iris video frames captured using Nokia 1020
Figure 2 and Figure 3 present the gray scale version of
detected eye region from the source video. As a biological
organ, human eye is prone to blink at regular intervals. These
intervals or frequency of blinking varies individually from
person to person. As we do not want to use blink information
to detect liveness, but the phase variation information from
eye region, we manually inspect the iris video to obtain
the frames between the blink. Thus, in this work, we have
preprocessed the VSSIRISV database manually to obtain
iris video consisting of 30 frames between the blinks which
roughly corresponds to one second. These 30 frames are
further processed to determine the liveness of the subject.
Another important feature of the captured database is that
it is captured in unconstrained manner to simulate real-life
scenario which has resulted in the involuntary head motion.
As we do not intend to use the involuntary head motion in
our work, it has to compensated/annulled to obtain unbiased
results which are not due to motion of the head. Thus,
we register all the preprocessed video without blinks using
the phase correlation [13]. To register the frames based on
phase correlation, we consider the first frame as reference and
compute phase correlation for subsequent frames. The frames
are aligned based on the phase correlation and final video
consisting of overlapping regions is generated. Henceforth, the
live iris video refers to the preprocessed video with registration
and no-blink information. These videos are part of live video
iris database and are used in the experimental evaluation.
B. Spoof Database Construction

20

Fig. 1: VSSIRISV database statistics

A. Preprocessing of Live Iris Video Database
Due to large field of view, the acquired image from smartphone camera consists background along with the eye region
and partial face. As this work intends to use the information

This section provides the details of the construction of
spoof or video presentation attack database. This being the
first work on smartphone based visible spectrum video iris
recognition, there is no public database for video attack
samples. Thus, in this work we introduce a new high quality
spoof iris database consisting of iris videos that can be used
for presentation attacks. To generate the high quality spoof
samples, we replay the live iris videos on the iPad with
high quality display (retina-display). The replay videos were
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TABLE I: decomposition of VSSIRISV database into Development and Testing set
Live Video
Phone

Artefact (Spoof) Video

Development

Testing

Development

Testing

Unique Eye

Samples per Eye

Unique Eye

Samples per Eye

Unique Eye

Samples per Eye

Unique Eye

Samples per Eye

iPhone 5S

10

2

52

2

10

2

52

2

Nokia 1020

10

2

52

2

10

2

52

2

carefully captured at a distance of the 9 inches from the
display device in controlled manner with zero-influence of
the external illumination to avoid the effects of the reflection
and glare which may detriment quality of attack videos.

Fig. 4: Presentation attack video frames captured using
iPhone 5S

Fig. 5: Presentation attack iris video frames captured using
Nokia 1020
The obtained videos were further preprocessed to remove
edges contributed by the replay device. Thus, the final spoof
videos consist of only the eye region obtained from the
replay video with no additional context information such as
background during capture, edges of the replay device and so
on.
The correspondence of high quality spoof and live iris
videos in this database provides a challenging database and
thus aids us in obtaining unbiased comparison of the proposed
technique. Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the sample frames
from the spoof attack videos acquired by playing the live
iris videos on iPad using iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020
smartphones. It can be observed that the video frames in live
and spoof videos shown in the Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, Fig.
5 are highly identical in terms of the quality.
C. Database Protocol
In order to effectively evaluate the proposed scheme, we
divide the database in two sets, namely - development (10
unique iris) and testing set (52 unique iris). As the proposed
technique does not use any training approaches, we have not
considered the division of database to have training set. The
development database consists of 10 unique live iris captured
using iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020. Each unique iris in
the development database is captured in 2 different instances.

Iris
Video

Frame
Regist rat ion

M agnit ude
Component
Phase Component

Thus the development database consists of 20 instance of
iris videos from iPhone 5S and 20 instance of corresponding
videos from Nokia 1020. The testing database consists of 52
unique iris videos captured from both the smartphones. Each
unique iris in testing database has 2 video samples, thus 104
iris samples for each smartphone. Out of two videos for each
eye, one video corresponds to reference and other to probe.
Similarly, the presentation attack iris video corresponding to
the live iris video are divided into development (10 iris video
from each phone with 2 samples for each unique iris) and
testing (52 iris video from each phone with 2 samples for each
unique iris) set. The total decomposition of database in terms
of testing and development set for the experiments is provided
in the Table I. All the videos are first analyzed for the liveness
using the proposed technique. Once the video is classified as
a normal presentation, we use the frames from that video to
obtain the verification score following the standard biometric
system.

D. Availability of Database
In the view of limited availability of database for research on presentation attack detection in video based
visible spectrum smartphone iris recognition, we intend
to make the database available for non-profit research
and academic purposes. Database can be obtained from
www.nislab.no/biometrics_lab/vssirisv_db.

III. P ROPOSED PAD S CHEME
The proposed scheme for presentation attack detection is
shown in the Figure 6. The iris video captured is preprocessed
to consist of 30 frames between the blink interval. The frames
are registered and aligned in the first step. The registered iris
video is decomposed using Fourier Transform to obtain the
phase and magnitude component. The phase component of the
iris video is magnified to emphasize the variations in phase
using modified EVM. The phase magnified video is analysed
to make the decision. The techniques involved in deciding
the iris video as presentation attack video is discussed in the
upcoming sections.

Eulerian Video
M agnificat ion

Decision
M odule

Normal
Presentat ion Video
Attack
Presentat ion Video

Fig. 6: PAD scheme for smartphone based visible spectrum iris recognition
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based on the experimental trials on development database. This
results in k number of blocks and thus each frame results in
k = 25 blocks in our work. The normalized phase information
of the block is further referred as normalized block phase
variation and is represented as N orF B(j)k corresponding to
j th frame.
To effectively identify the presentation attack, we employ
the sliding window approach with 6 frames, out of which 5
previous frames are used for making a decision on the present
frame. The sliding window is propagated until 30 frames by
incrementing one frame at a time. The sliding window is used
to detect the rate of the change in the phase with respect
to time. The size of the window was chosen based on the
experimental trials conducted on development database. As
illustrated in the Figure 7, for any given present j th frame
N orF (j), differential phase variation for a block k is computed using 5 previous frames N orF (j − 1) to N orF (j − 5).
For a particular block k, the differential phase information
with respect to 5 previous frames is given by:

A. Modified EVM for PAD
EVM can magnify the temporal variations in videos by
decomposing it spatially and applying temporal filter [14]. In
the case of presentation attack, the replayed video presents
different information that can be attributed to the frequency
of electronic screen. However, such information is very subtle
and is hard to detect. If such information is magnified using
linear magnification approaches in spatial domain, the resulting videos contain larger amount of noises. An alternative
approach is to employ phase information to determine the
presentation attacks. Phase based approaches provide robust
performances which are not sensitive to noises as in the case of
amplitude based approaches [15]. Another important intuition
in using the phase information is to detect the additional
frequency emitted when the video is played from an electronic
screen. Inspired by the success of EVM in various cases to
magnify the motion [14], [16], in this work, we have adopted
modified version of EVM to enhance the small variations in
phase component of video frame. The modified version of
EVM uses the phase information as input. The video frame
is decomposed using Fourier transform to obtain the phase
information which is fed to EVM. The decomposed phase
information is spatially filtered using Laplacian pyramids
and temporally filtered using the Butterworth lowpass filter
to magnify the variations in phase of each frame in the
video. The enhanced phase variation in the video is used
to estimate the liveness of subject as normal presentation or
attack presentation. The proposed algorithm devised to detect
the presentation attack is presented in detail in the section
below.

DP I(j − 5)k = N orF B(j)k − N orF B(j − 5)k
DP I(j − 4)k = N orF B(j)k − N orF B(j − 4)k
DP I(j − 3)k = N orF B(j)k − N orF B(j − 3)k

for k = 1, 2, · · · 25
The final differential phase variation for a particular block in
a frame j is obtained by determining the maximum of all the
computed differences given by Equation 2.
DP I(j)k = max{DP I(j − 5)k , · · · DP I(j − 1)k }
for k = 1, 2, · · · 25

B. Estimation of Liveness Score for PAD
Given the phase enhanced video consisting of N number of
frames obtained using modified EVM, we perform a series of
operations to detect the presentation attack. Since, performing
computations on each of the frame is expensive in terms of
memory and speed, each frame is downscaled to a smaller
size. In this work, we have employed a downscaling size of
100 × 100 pixel based on the experimental trials on the
development database. The magnified phase variation of each
frame is normalized to have the values in the range of 0 to 1.
Let F be the magnified phase variation of frame obtained from
the EVM, then j th normalized frame N orF (j) is given by:
N orF (j) =

F (j)
max(F (j))

(2)

DP I(j − 2)k = N orF B(j)k − N orF B(j − 2)k
DP I(j − 1)k = N orF B(j)k − N orF B(j − 1)k

where j = 1 : N

(3)

The cumulative phase information, CP I is obtained for the
entire frame j by summing all differential phase information
across all the blocks b in the frame j.
CP I(j) =

k
X

DP I(j)x

(4)

x=1

The cumulative phase information given by Equation 4 is
computed in a similar manner for all the frames by employing
the sliding window with 6 frames as described earlier.
In order to have the obtained score mapped to fixed interval
values, the cumulative phase information is further normalized
to a value between 0.5 to 1. The normalized cumulative phase
information is used to determine the presentation attack. If the
obtained value is above the threshold, the video is classified as
a presentation attack. For a set of obtained CP I corresponding
to a particular frame j, we apply single sided logistic or

(1)

The normalized frame is further divided into nonoverlapping blocks of specific size, bx × by as shown in Figure
7. We have employed a block size of 20 × 20 in our work
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Fig. 7: Schematic of the block based phase variation information
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sigmoid function to obtain normalized CP I represented as
N CP I:
1
(5)
N CP I(j) =
1 + exp −CP I(j)
Based on the experimental trials on development database, a
threshold value of 0.7 is obtained. The normalized cumulative
phase information is thresholded against a value indicated by
T h = 0.7 to obtain the liveness score LS for a particular
frame j.
(
1, if N CP I(j) ≤ T h
(6)
LS(j) =
0, otherwise
The frames with LS = 1 are classified as normal presentation or live subjects and frames with other values are classified
as the presentation attacks videos. The obtained liveness scores
at various frames can be used to decide on the presentation
category as normal presentation or attack presentation.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
The proposed scheme to detect the presentation attack is
extensively evaluated on our newly constructed smartphone
based video iris database acquired in visible spectrum. As
discussed in the Section II, the VSSIRISV database consists of 62 unique live iris video and 62 unique attack iris
videos from two different smartphones. Under the assumption
that presentation attack videos can be obtained from various
sources, we generate the attack videos from live iris videos
obtained from iPhone 5S and Nokia 1020. Both of these
videos are replayed on the high quality display device to
attack the biometric system based on either iPhone 5S or
Nokia 1020. This gives rise to a scenario where live video
is obtained from a particular sensor, say iPhone 5S, and the
video from the same smartphone can be used to attack the
system by presenting it. An alternative case is where the live
iris video and spoof iris video correspond to videos originating
from different smartphones. The second case is very important
due to the fact people tend to change the smartphones quite
often due to availability of better features, reduced cost and
limited shelf life. In order to assess the robustness of proposed
system, we consider both situations and propose two different
protocols to evaluate the proposed PAD scheme.
A. Protocol 1
In the protocol 1, the biometric system is attacked by
the videos originating from same smartphone. In accordance
to this protocol, the biometric system employing iPhone 5S
is challenged by the attack videos by replaying the videos
from iPhone 5S. In terms of similar arguments, the system
employing Nokia 1020 are attacked using the replay videos of
Nokia 1020. This protocol takes care of the attacks based on
the same sensors. Since the live video and presentation attack
video originating from same sensor are highly identical in
terms of quality, this protocol intends to gauge the robustness
of the proposed technique.

B. Protocol 2
Under the assumption that the imposter can use iris video
obtained using different smartphone to attack the smartphone
based visible spectrum iris biometric system, we propose to
evaluate a situation where the attack videos and reference
videos originate from different smartphones. Thus, in a system
employing iPhone 5S as the biometric sensor, the attack video
corresponding to Nokia 1020 is replayed and vice-versa. This
protocol evaluates the reliability of the proposed technique to
address the cross sensor presentation attacks in smartphone
based visible spectrum iris recognition.
C. Experimental Set-up
Our newly constructed VSSIRISV database is employed
in this work to evaluate the proposed scheme. The videos
are used to determine the liveness of the subject as normal
presentation or attack presentation using the proposed scheme
mentioned in Section III. The various parameters such as
the threshold for determining the liveness is based on the
development database consisting of 10 unique iris videos with
2 instances for each unique iris captured from 2 different
smartphones. The testing database from VSSIRISV database
consisting of 52 unique iris videos from iPhone 5S and Nokia
1020 each are employed in the evaluation of the work. Each
of the unique iris has 2 video instances which correspond
to reference and probe video. Similarly, 52 unique iris spoof
videos from iPhone 5S and Nokia 1020 are employed in the
experimental evaluation.
All the results related to the proposed scheme of presentation attack detection have been disclosed in terms of
Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER) and
Normal Presentation Classification Error Rate (NPCER) [17].
APCER is defined as the proportion of attack presentations
incorrectly classified as normal presentations in a specific
scenario while NPCER is defined as the proportion of normal
presentations incorrectly classified as attack presentations in
a specific scenario [17]. Further, we also disclose the results
in terms of Average-Classification-Error-Rate (ACER) which
is described as the average of APCER and NPCER. ACER is
defined by the Equation 7 as:
AP CER + N P CER
(7)
2
With a fixed threshold of T h = 0.7 to obtain the liveness
score, in this work we have achieved ACER of 0%. The
obtained threshold on development database is well suited
for the decision after frame number 11. The same threshold
when applied on the testing database, we obtain the ACER =
0% indicating general applicability of proposed scheme for
presentation attack detection on video based smartphone iris
recognition in visible spectrum.
ACER =

D. Results
The Table II presents various ACER obtained on testing
database when different frames starting from 6 till 11 are
considered with a threshold of T h = 0.7. The results are
indicated from frame number 6 as the frames 1 to 5 are used to
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TABLE II: Presentation classification error rates with a Normalized Cumulative Phase Information (NCPI) threshold of 0.7.
Note: Frame number 1 to 5 are used to make the decision on frame number 6 in our proposed approach.
Classification Error Rate (%)
Reference Video

Nokia
iPhone

Attack Video

Frame 6

Frame 7

Frame 8

APCER

NPCER

ACER

APCER

NPCER

ACER

APCER

NPCER

ACER

APCER

NPCER

ACER

APCER

NPCER

ACER

Nokia

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

98.07

99.04

100.00

75.00

87.50

50.00

19.23

34.62

3.85

0.00

1.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

iPhone

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

96.23

98.12

100.00

73.60

86.80

51.92

18.48

35.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

iPhone

100.00

98.07

99.04

100.00

92.31

96.15

100.00

78.85

89.42

55.76

13.46

34.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Nokia

100.00

97.40

98.70

100.00

89.70

94.85

100.00

73.62

86.81

51.92

17.30

34.61

1.92

0.00

0.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

Normalized Cumulative Phase Information (NCPI)

0.9

0.8

Normal Presentation
Attack Presentation
0.7

0.6

0.5

8

9

Frame 11

ACER

1

7

Frame 10

NPCER

make the first decision at frame 6. From the obtained results,
the best possible and reliable frame for making a decision
is frame number 11 which provides ACER of 0% for all
cases. The determined liveness score remains constant after
11th frame from all our experiments. It can be observed from
Figure 8 that the liveness score obtained using the proposed
scheme is robust after frame number 11 with T h = 0.7.
For the sake of simplicity, we have illustrated one case where
the reference iris videos are captured from iPhone 5S and
presentation attack videos are obtained by replaying videos
from iPhone 5S on iPad. Similar patterns can be seen on all
of the other experimental trials with different combinations of
live and presentation attack videos.

0.4
6

Frame 9

APCER

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Frame number

Fig. 8: Liveness score for iris video captured from iPhone 5S

E. Feature Extraction & Verification
Based on the decision made in terms of liveness score, a
particular subject is further verified if the presentation is classified as normal presentation. Once a particular presentation is
qualified as normal presentation, we perform the segmentation
and normalization of the iris image for verification. Owing
to the reported robustness of OSIRIS v4.1 [18], we have
employed it for segmenting the iris images. Following the
segmentation, we unwrap the iris pattern using Daugman’s
rubber sheet model [19]. Inspired by the success of the Local
Binary Patterns and Sparse Representation Classifier (LBPSRC) in the previously reported works [20], we have employed
LBP-SRC in our work to obtain verification scores. The
verification scores correspond to residual errors obtained using
L1 − minimization via SP GL1 solver based on spectral
gradient projection. In this work, we have adopted a protocol
which uses 5 different frames from the reference video and
5 different frames from probe video to obtain the comparison
score. The probe frame is iteratively swapped to obtain the

comparison score and the all the 5 different comparison score
is averaged to report the performance of the system.
1) Results of Protocol 1: Figure 9 provides the verification
performance of the system without the attacks, with the attacks
and with the proposed counter measure using PAD scheme.
Figure 9 (a) indicates the performance of biometric system
when 11th frame is employed to make a decision for a system
where reference videos are obtained from iPhone 5S and
presentation attack videos are from iPhone 5S. Figure 9(b)
indicates the performance of biometric system with reference
videos captured from Nokia 1020 and the presentation attack
videos are captured by videos from Nokia 1020. It can be
observed that in both the cases the original performance of the
biometric system is restored when frame number 11 is used for
decision (ACER = 0%). Thus, the proposed method is bale
to detect the presentation attack when the source videos and
presentation attack videos correspond to same smartphone.
2) Results of Protocol 2: This protocol is related to reference and presentation attack videos obtained from two different smartphones. Figure 9 (c) and (d) indicate the performance
of the proposed scheme when the source video and attack
video are generated from different smartphones. It can be observed from the Figure 9 (c) and (d) that the proposed system
is able to detect the presentation attack successfully when
frame number 11 is used to make decision. This result proves
the adaptability of proposed PAD scheme irrespective of the
smartphone employed in the video based visible spectrum iris
recognition.
Additionally, Figure 10 presents the verification scores
obtained for three groups of samples (valid iris videos (corresponding to normal presentation), imposters and presentation
attackers) for the testing database. Figure 10(a) corresponds to
scores of smartphone based visible spectrum iris recognition
system using iPhone 5S and Figure 10(b) corresponds to Nokia
1020. It can be seen that the scores of the presentation attacks
are in the same bins as of genuine scores which re-indicate the
challenging samples in the database. The proposed technique
is able to prevent the presentation attacks even under such high
quality attack data.
V. C ONCLUSION
With the gaining importance for visible spectrum iris recognition, in this work we have explored smartphone based video
iris recognition in visible spectrum. The challenges of video
based presentation attacks is explored in this work. Considering the high quality display devices capable of presenting
attack videos with a nearly inseparable quality of difference,
this work presents a novel scheme to detect the presentation
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Fig. 9: (a) Baseline PAD for iPhone reference videos attacked with presentation attack videos generated from iPhone 5S videos
after 11th frame. (b) Baseline PAD for Nokia 1020 reference videos attacked with presentation attack videos generated from
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attack videos generated from iPhone 5S videos after 11th frame.
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attack in visible spectrum iris recognition. The highlight of
this work is in using smartphone as a biometric sensor for iris
recognition and also addressing the high quality replay attack
originating from electronic display. A database of 62 unique
iris is captured using two new smartphones - iPhone 5S and
Nokia Lumia 1020. The experiments are conducted to replicate
a real-life scenario by collecting the data in unconstrained
condition of mixed illumination under semi-cooperation from
the subjects. The captured live iris videos are used to generate
the presentation attack videos. In order to magnify the phase
variations in the video of eye region, this work has employed
modified EVM.
The obtained results from the experiments have indicated an
ACER of 0%. The video presentation attacks can be identified
as early as in 11th frame. The proposed technique is experimentally validated for the reliable and robust performance
using our newly constructed VSSIRISV database. It has been
observed experimentally that the proposed counter-measure
or PAD scheme brings the performance of system back the
original performance level under normal presentations or no
attacks.
Further, to support the research on smartphone based visible
spectrum iris recognition using videos, we disclose the newly
constructed VSSIRISV database for non-profit research and
academic purposes. This database shall provide a basis for
other researchers to propose new techniques for PAD in
smartphone based visible spectrum iris recognition.
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